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Hot spots in the ice: using satellites to reveal relationships between marine 
ecosystems and sea ice in coastal Antarctica
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Image: Alice DuVivier

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hi My name is Alice DuVivier, and I’ll be talking to you about a NASA supported project to identify regions, or hot spots, around the Antarctic coast that are critical to the ecosystem.https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/76474/polynya-off-the-antarctic-coast
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Are polynyas hot spots of ecological activity? 

Image from NASA Earth Observatory
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concentration than 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our particular question is: (ABOVE). So you’re wondering, what is a polynya. Let’s zoom into the Ross Sea to identify them.Land, sea ice, Black spots are polynyas.Generally speaking, a polynya is an area of lower sea ice concentration surrounded by sea ice or land and sea ice.There is a large polynya that frequently occurs in the Ross Sea, but polynyas occur all around the Antarctic coast.https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/76474/polynya-off-the-antarctic-coast
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Image from NASA Earth Observatory

Are polynyas hot spots of ecological activity? 

Image from NASA Earth Observatory

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The reason we’re interested in these areas is that they are areas where there can be intense biological productivity. Point out ice tongueYou can see in this image a large phytoplankton bloom in the Ross Sea in areas where polynyas typically occur.https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/76474/polynya-off-the-antarctic-coasthttps://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/48949/bloom-in-the-ross-sea
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Image: McBride et al. 2019

Image from NASA Earth Observatory

Are polynyas hot spots of ecological activity? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At lower trophic levels as we see from this phytoplankton bloom, but they may also be critical for predators who can access pelagic resources and use the ice substrate.We’re working to understand the connections between polynyas and the food web.McBride 2019. Nature Climate Changehttps://www-nature-com/articles/s41558-019-0396-x
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Provide maps at a circum-Antarctic scale that provide information about the 
conservation value of polynyas in different Antarctic regions into the future.

The general public

Science-Policy-Public Interface

Project Goal:

MPA = Marine Protected Area

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We aim to provide information both for the Commission on Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) that sets MPAs  first in person meeting going on nowAnd the general public as that’s important for driving the policy and was important for the adoption of the Ross Sea MPA.
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Tools: satellite observations and Coupled Earth System Model

MPA = Marine Protected Area

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The tools we’re using to address these questions are both satellites and ESMs.The ESM we’re using is the fully coupled Community Earth System Model (CeSM)Particularly relevant for this work is that the ocean component has active representation of phytoplankton and zooplankton.
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Identifying polynyas

Satellite image

Image: NASA
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Developed a tool that is reproducible, verifiable, and applicable to gridded data -
satellite and Earth System Model.
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Image: Laura Landrum

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you imagine an image of a polynya from gridded data – satellite or an ESM – there are cells that have partial ice cover.  Want to develop an algorithm to identify these regions.In the satellite we only have ice concentration, so use this and threshold values for polynya identification. Note there are limitations in satellite data in thin ice or low ice concentration regions (e.g. <10% it gets set to zero or <5cm ice).Models the definition is nuanced. You could have a grid cell totally ice covered with very thin ice – something it’s not possible to observe. How do you categorize this?
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Polynya identification from satellite observations can vary considerably

Image: Laura Landrum

25km x 25km 1deg 1deg

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Climate Data Guide and NASA team passive microwave sea ice concentration products shown here for a single day in July 2003.Even though we use the same sea ice concentration threshold, notice how different the coastal polynya identification is based on:Grid sizeSatellite algorithm
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Fraction of time
More often identified as “polynya”

Image: Laura Landrum

Satellite
Threshold  ice concentration = 85%

Identifying “typical” polynyas in satellite data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But when we use ice thickness as a metric, we start to see some of those polynyas emerge. 
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Fraction of time
More often identified as “polynya”

Image: Laura Landrum

Satellite
Threshold  ice concentration = 85%

Identifying “typical” polynyas in satellite and ESM data – it’s tricky

ESM
Threshold  ice concentration = 85%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But when we use ice thickness as a metric, we start to see some of those polynyas emerge. 
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Fraction of time
More often identified as “polynya”

Image: Laura Landrum

Satellite
Threshold  ice concentration = 85%

ESM
Threshold  ice concentration = 85%

ESM
Threshold  ice thickness = 40cm

Identifying “typical” polynyas in satellite and ESM data – it’s tricky

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But when we use ice thickness as a metric, we start to see some of those polynyas emerge. 
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Satellite observations support polynya definition as regions of thin ice
CDR Satellite: 1979-2020

Threshold  ice concentration = 85%

Fraction of time Fraction of time

SMOS/SMAP Satellite: 2015-2020
Threshold  ice thickness < 50cm

Image: Alice DuVivier

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We find that areas identified by the satellite algorithm as “typical” polynya areas also tend to have thinner ice.We just don’t have a long, continuous record of sea ice thickness like we do of concentration to understand trends.
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Image: Kristen Krumhardt

* black outlines are “typical 
polynya areas” in satellite obs

Satellite derived chlorophyll around Antarctica

Copernicus Satellite GlobColor Product

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Highlight 2 things:Lots of chlorophyll in polynya regionsLots of missing data and this is total chl but the type of phytoplankton matters for trophic transfer efficiency
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Image: Kristen Krumhardt

* black outlines are “typical 
polynya areas” in satellite obs

Earth System Models simulate high NPP in similar regions as observed
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* black outlines are “typical 
polynya areas” in CESM

Image: Zephyr Sylvester

Copernicus Satellite GlobColor Product CESM simulated Net Primary 
Productivity (NPP)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Highlights the utility of using a model to look at productivity.
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Biological productivity is elevated in polynyas
Polynya Zone
Sea Ice Zone 

Image: Zephyr Sylvester

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We find that the total production in polynyas is larger per unit area than other sea ice zone areasProduction starts earlier and peaks higher.Polynyas have fairly consistent production year to year, whereas other SIZ is more variable.
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Ongoing work

Image: McBride et al. 2019

• Expand analysis to higher trophic levels 
using biotags, satellite colony images, 
demographic models.

• Provide regional projections for particular 
existing, planned, or possible MPA locations.

• Provide consistent grouping for connected 
physical and biological systems.

Image: Alice DuVivier
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Thanks for your attention!  Questions?

Image: Kristen Krumhardt

The material is  based upon work supported by NASA under 
award No 80NSSC21K1132.  Any opinions , findings , and 
conclus ions  or recommendations  expressed in this  material are 
those of the author(s ) and do not necessarily reflect the views  of 
the National Aeronautics  and Space Adminis tration
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There's a large team of people, listed here, who are working to make this project successful.Thanks for listening, happy to take any questions.
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Hot spots in the ice: using satellites to reveal relationships between marine ecosystems and sea ice in coastal Antarctica
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Holland1, Matthew Long1, Sara Labrousse4, Lucie Bourroeau4

Abstract (250 words):

The Southern Ocean is one of the fastest changing regions on the planet and an emerging resource frontier for fisheries. Polynyas – open 
water areas within the sea ice – are hot spots of high biological productivity yet remain unprotected and understudied. Because of the 
extreme conditions in the Antarctic, satellites provide essential observational foundations to understanding the relationships between 
biology and sea ice around Antarctica. This presentation will describe the novel ways in which multiple satellite observations are being 
used to aid in quantifying the importance of specific areas for sustaining the Antarctic ecosystem. Long term satellite observations of sea 
ice concentration and, more recently, observations of sea ice thickness provide foundation for polynya identification. Satellite-based 
measurements of Chlorophyll allow us to reveal relationships between observed polynyas and primary productivity in individual
Antarctic regions. Using satellite-based maps of penguin abundance and seal tracking data, we quantify the proximity of marine 
mammal and sea bird colonies to polynyas and suggest how this may reveal the importance of polynya usage for upper trophic levels in 
providing access to air and to the ocean for feeding. By using satellite observations of the physical system and across lower and upper 
trophic levels, we can provide novel information about Antarctic ecosystems in locations that are otherwise inaccessible yet may be 
essential for protecting the Antarctic ecosystem. Ultimately, through collaboration with several partner organizations that work across 
the science-policy-public interface, we aim to bring results from these observations to the international Commission for the Conservation 
of Antarctic Marine Living Resources to aide in identification and quantification of conservation value for particular Antarctic regions in 
internationally recognized Marine Protected Areas.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AliceAntarctic is international so any protection is governed by Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR).Objective includes all levels of food web AND fisheries.Krill fisheries are particularly important.Collaborating with experts in other areas too (predators, conservation/policy)McBride 2019. Nature Climate Changehttps://www-nature-com/articles/s41558-019-0396-x
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What is the impact of polynyas on the Antarctic ecosystem?

Image from NASA Earth Observatory Image from NASA Earth Observatory

Ross Sea
Polynya

Terra 
Nova Bay
Polynya

Polynya: Area bounded by land or sea 
ice that has lower sea ice concentration 
than surrounding region

Image: McBride et al. 2019

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The reason we’re interested in these areas is that they are areas where there can be intense biological productivity. Point out ice tongueYou can see in this image a large phytoplankton bloom in the Ross Sea in areas where polynyas typically occur.https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/76474/polynya-off-the-antarctic-coasthttps://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/48949/bloom-in-the-ross-sea
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Community Earth System Model (CESM)

Ecosystem Ecosystem

Coupler

Sea Ice

Atmosphere

Land Ice

Land Ocean

Earth System Models are a tool to understand future physical and 
ecosystem changes

CESM2-MARBL:  4phyto/4zoo ecosystem

Linkages to 
Antarctic marine 
predators

Image: Kristen Krumhardt

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the configuration of the Community Earth System Model (CESM)
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Normalized primary and secondary production is elevated in polynyas

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We find that the total production in polynyas is larger per unit area than other sea ice zone areasProduction starts earlier and peaks higher.
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Primary and secondary production is less variable in polynyas

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Polynyas have fairly consistent production year to year, whereas other SIZ is more variable.
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